Narrator:

If your home was built before nineteen seventy eight, and you are remodeling, it’s important to hire a contractor who knows how to safely handle lead based paint. Lead paint dust and fumes get stirred up during remodeling. And that’s a problem.

Exposure to lead dust can cause dangerous health problems. A certified contractor knows how to do the work safely.

Hire a trained professional for your next remodeling project. Your family’s health depends on it.

To learn more, call or visit kansas healthy homes dot org.

One continuous slo-mo dolly shot of interior construction scene showing various tools and items related to interior remodeling. Several more tools and dust are seen falling onto the table as the camera passes by. Also, several words appear at the same time( before 1978 - remodeling - certified - lead-based paint - health problems - professional). At the end of the camera movement, we see a baby’s pacifier lying amongst the dust and tools.
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